4.2. Тематический план.
№/день Раздел
Темы
1
Unit 1
Time for a chat
(1.5 ак.часа)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Try something new
(1.5
ак.часа)
New Things
(8.5 ак.часов) I’d like to enquire
(1.5 ак.часа)
BBC Interviews
(1 ак. час)
Video lesson:
Great Experiences
(3 ак.часа)
Unit 2

Making a difference
(1.5 ак.часа)
Issues
You’re being
(8.5 ак.часов) watched
(1.5 ак.часа)
Good point!
(1.5 ак.часа)
BBC Interviews
(1 ак. час)
Video lesson:
A Quiet Revolution
(3 ак.часа)
And the moral is…
(1.5 ак.часа)
A life in six words
Stories
(1.5 ак.часа)
(8.5 ак.часов) It’s a great read
(1.5 ак.часа)
Unit 3

9

10

Unit 4

11

Downtime
(9 ак.часов)

12

BBC Interviews
(1.5 ак. часа)
Video lesson:
Tess
(2.5 ак.часа)
Out of time
(1,5 ак.часа)
Great getaways
(1,5 ак.часа)
How does it work?
(1,5 ак.часа)
BBC Interviews
(1.5 ак. часа)
Video lesson:
The Happiness
Formula
(3 ак.часа)

Содержание/Материал
Grammar: question forms, review of Perfect
verb tenses
Vocabulary: talking about personality
Communication skill: have interesting
conversations, talk about new experiences,
make phone enquiries, recommend an
experience;
Listening
comprehension:
understand
informal conversations, handle phone
enquiries;
Writing: write an advice forum message; edit
for accuracy, write a forum entry;
Grammar: Present Perfect Simple and
Continuous, the passive, opinions;
Vocabulary: word stress; weak forms;
auxiliaries; surveillance; opinion adjectives;
Communication skill: talking about different
issues, discuss surveillance; give and respond
to opinions; support your viewpoint
Listening comprehension: listen to the
opinions about surveillance;
Writing: a letter of complaint, notes for a
presentation.

Grammar: narrative tenses, I wish, If only,
expressing likes, dislikes;
Vocabulary: sayings, adjectives for stories,
multi-word verbs, reading genres;
Communication skill: tell anecdotes, talk
about life stories, talk about your reading,
summarise a plot, describe a TV/ film scene;
Listening comprehension: listening to a
BBC radio programme about very short
stories, listen to people recommending books;
Writing: write a narrative; use adverbs;
describe a TV/ film scene.
Grammar: present and past habits, future
forms, describing procedures;
Vocabulary: free time, positive adjectives,
uncountable and plural nouns, abilities;
Communication skill: discuss how to use
your time, plan an alternative holiday,
describe procedures, use a mirror questions,
do a class survey;
Listening comprehension: listen to people
talking about holidays, describing TV game
shows;
Writing: write an opinion essay, use linkers,
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24

write your top tips for how to be happy.
Bright ideas?
Grammar: articles, real and hypothetical
Unit 5
(1,5 ак.часа)
conditionals, suggesting ideas;
Vocabulary: change, compound nouns,
Consumer crazy
Ideas
advertising collocations, collocations with
(1,5 ак.часа)
(8.5 ак.часов) What do you think? idea;
Communication skill: talk about inventions,
(1,5 ак.часа)
describe adverts, take part in a brainstorming
BBC Interviews
session, present a novel idea;
(1 ак. час)
Listening comprehension: listening to a
Video lesson:
programme about advertising, listen to a
Genius
brainstorming session;
(3 ак.часа)
Writing: write a report; make written
comparisons; write a product review.
Mid-course
Students are tested both orally and in writing
test
to understand how well they have learnt the
(2 ак.часа)
material of Units 1-5 and to identify their
weaknesses
The time of my life Grammar: modal verbs and related phrases,
(1,5 ак.часа)
Future Perfect and Continuous, persuading;
Vocabulary: age word building prefixes,
Future me
optimism/pessimism, collocations;
(1.5 ак.часа)
Communication skill: discuss different ages
So what you’re
Unit 6
and generations; talk about your future;
saying is…
Age
discuss the right age for different things; hold
(1,5 ак.часа)
(8.5 ак.часов) BBC Interviews
a debate;
Listening comprehension: listen to a BBC
(1 ак. час)
programme about letters to your future self;
Video lesson:
listen to a phone-in about life’s milestones;
How to live to 101
Writing: write an informal email; focus on
(3 ак.часа)
informal style; write a forum comment;
Unit 7
TV globetrotters
Grammar: quantifiers, reported speech,
(1,5 ак.часа)
adding emphasis;
Vocabulary: television, multi-word verbs,
The camera never
Media
reporting verbs, the press;
lies
(9 ак.часов)
Communication skill: talking about TV
(1,5 ак.часа)
What’s in the news? Programmes, about celebrity and media,
express strong reactions, retell a news story;
(1,5 ак.часа)
Listening comprehension: listen to an expert
BBC Interviews
talking about hoax photographs; listen to
(1.5 ак. часа)
people talking about recent news stories
Video lesson:
Writing: write a discursive essay, use linkers
News blunders
of contrast; write a short news article.
(3 ак.часа)
Unit 8
It’s a tough call
Grammar: past and mixed conditionals, -ing
(1,5 ак.часа)
form and infinitive, handling an awkward
situation.
Fair share
Behaviour
Vocabulary:
collocations,
decisions,
(1,5 ак.часа)
(8.5 ак.часов) Have you got a
compound adjectives; values; behavior.
Communication skill: talk about a difficult
minute?
decision you’ve made, about values and
(1,5 ак.часа)
behavior, deal with awkward situations, give
BBC Interviews
advice on how to behave in your culture;
(1 ак. час)

Video lesson:
The human animal
(3 ак.часа)
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Listening comprehension: listen to an
experiment about fairness;
Writing: write an informal article; use
linkers of purpose; write about behaviour in
your culture.
Witness
Grammar: ing-form and infinitive, past
(1,5 ак.часа)
modals of deduction, reporting an incident;
Unit 9
Vocabulary: crime, dependent prepositions,
Scam
Trouble
synonyms, incidents;
(1,5 ак.часа)
(8.5 ак.часов) It’s an emergency!
Communication skill: discuss how good a
witness you are, speculate about scams, talk
(1,5 ак.часа)
about emergency situations, agree priorities;
BBC Interviews
Listening comprehension: listen to people
(1 ак. час)
talk about getting tricked, listen to someone
Video lesson:
report an incident;
Survival
Writing: write a “how to” leaflet; learn to
(3 ак.часа)
avoid repetition, write a story about a lucky
escape.
Moving experiences Grammar: relative clauses, participle
Unit 10
(1,5 ак.часа)
clauses, giving a tour;
Vocabulary: adjectives to describe films, the
Popular culture
Culture
Arts; two-part phrases; dimentions;
(1,5 ак.часа)
(8.5 ак.часов) On your left…
Communication skill: talk about a film you
never get bored with; about a popular culture
(1.5 ак.часа)
and arts experiences, show a visitor around
BBC Interviews
part of your town, discuss an artistic project
(1 ак. час)
for your town;
Video lesson:
The people’s palace Listening comprehension: listening to
people talk about films, listen to yours of two
(3 ак.часа)
very different places;
Writing: write a film review, a competition
entry.
Final test
Students take a test in order to better
(2 ак.часа)
understand their strengths and weaknesses
and be able to set further language goals.

